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Strength with Attitude

Unleashed: Greater Performance with Mercedes-Benz GLC 300
Coupé AMG Line


Strength with attitude: The Mercedes-Benz GLC 300 Coupé AMG Line reflects an
extravagant combination of more aesthetic appeal, adrenaline and athleticism that
enhances the premium SUV range with next level performance.



Indicatively priced at RM399,888, this progressive crossover will be the latest addition to
the ever-growing locally-assembled portfolio for Mercedes-Benz Malaysia.



Equipped with the intelligent drive features such as the Lane Tracking Package and Blind
Spot Assist, this progressive crossover embodies the perfect balance of muscle and
aesthetics, dynamic and functionality, added with strength and attitude.

With an ever-growing number of production portfolio, Mercedes-Benz Malaysia is introducing the latest
addition of its locally-assembled progressive crossover, the Mercedes-Benz GLC 300 Coupé AMG Line, to
strengthen its position as the leader in the premium SUV segment in Malaysia.
It is now powered with 2.0 litre engine, generating a greater performance of 245 hp and 370Nm, setting
it apart from its predecessor - the locally-assembled GLC 250 Coupé. The latest GLC 300 Coupé AMG
LINE is also equipped with latest technologies such as the Lane Tracking Package, Blind Spot Assist and
MBA rear spoiler.
Dr Claus Weidner, Chief Executive Officer and President, Mercedes-Benz Malaysia said: “We are delighted
to now bring the production of the GLC 300 Coupé, locally-assembled in our plant in Pekan. The GLC 300
Coupé reflects our iconic Mercedes-Benz coupé design while symbolising the contrasts that become one.
“With its design idiom of sensual purity, it perfectly embodies the perfect balance of muscle and aesthetics,
dynamics and functionality. It is an SUV and a coupé, two outstanding traits of two automotive worlds.”

On introducing the GLC 300 Coupé AMG Line, Mark Raine, Vice President, Sales and Marketing of MBM
said, “The all-new locally-assembled Mercedes-Benz GLC 300 Coupé AMG Line comes with a greater
performance with its four-cylinder 2.0 engine, making it 245 hp and 370 Nm on the road. Coupled with
AMG Line fittings, both interior and exterior, it is truly a product of strength with attitude.”
On its look and feel
The latest GLC 300 Coupé AMG Line takes its sportiness to the next level with the AMG Line exterior, with
the dynamic AMG bodystyling, adaptive Highbeam Assists Plus, Aluminium-look running boards, and the
20-inch multi-spoke light-alloy wheels.
It is also equipped with the innovative headlamp concept – the LED Intelligent Light System headlamps –
an attractive and standout feature for the new generation of sport coupé.
Its interior, on the other hand, comes with the ARTICO leather seat, illuminated door sills, AMG sports
pedals and black piano-lacquer look or light longitudinal-grain aluminium trim.
The AMG sports steering wheel with its flattened bottom section will give a firm grip and allows for sporty
handling.
Delivering a full 9-speed transmission, the 9G-TRONIC PLUS is both efficient and comfortable. What is
more, Mercedes-Benz DYNAMIC SELECT puts the driver in control by giving the option to set the driving
mode.
Clever interior lighting and high-quality upholstery both add to a sense of luxury, whilst intelligent features
such as the latest HANDS FREE ACCESS and Active Parking Assist with PARKTRONIC provide all the
support you need during your journey.

The Mercedes-Benz GLC 300 Coupé AMG Line at a glance:
Model
Number of cyl./arrangement
Displacement (cc)
Rated output (kW/hp at rpm)
Rated torque (Nm at rpm)
Acceleration 0-100 km/h (s)
Top speed (km/h)
Price (OTR w/o Insurance)

GLC 300 Coupé AMG Line
L4
1,991
180 [245]/5,500
370/1,300-4,000
6.5
236
RM 399,888.00 (estimated)

Look no further
The GLC 300 Coupe depicts dynamism and pure adrenaline. So does its financing designed with your
lifestyle in mind. Enjoy affordable monthly instalments, flexible end of agreement options, a guaranteed
future value of your car and a wide range of insurance products.
The Agility financing starts from RM3,998* and comes with a variety of packages. Just choose a
financing package that suits your need and we will take care of the rest. Now for a limited time, all Agility
financing contract comes with 2 Complimentary Comprehensive Service Package. Perfectly
tailored for the individual who seeks value, unrivalled benefits and peace of mind at the wheel. Indulge in
the advantages of Agility Financing offerings while the performance of your prized investment is well
taken care of by Mercedes-Benz certified and trained technicians with genuine spare parts at their
disposal.
Campaign ends on April 30th, 2019. For more details call 1-800-88-1133 or speak to a Finance and
Insurance Executive at your nearest Mercedes-Benz Autohaus.
Monthly instalment above is calculated based on a 3 years tenure and downpayment of approximately
25% for the GLC 300 Coupe. Terms and conditions apply.

Mercedes-Benz Financial – A Daimler Financial Services Brand. The financial services provided by Mercedes-Benz Services
Malaysia Sdn Bhd are regulated by the provisions of the Financial Services Act 2013. Mercedes-Benz Services Malaysia’s
operations are not within the regulatory purview of Bank Negara Malaysia.

